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In which ways the binding of the thyroid stimulating hormone to the extracellular domain of its
receptor leads to activation of the thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) is currently only
incompletely understood. It is known that TSH binding to the TSHR depends on the interaction with
the leucine-rich repeat and sulfation at Y385 of the hinge region. Recently it was also shown that
electrostatic interactions between positive charges of bovine (b) TSH and the residues E297, E303,
and D382 of the hinge region contribute to hormone-TSHR binding. After the identification of
these first TSH binding sites in the hinge region, it was apparent that multiple positions in this
region remained to be characterized for their roles in hormone binding. The goal of this study was
therefore to clarify whether further contact points of TSH exist in the structurally undefined hinge
region. Therefore, we systematically analyzed 41 uncharacterized residues of the TSHR hinge
region as single mutants regarding differences between cell surface expression and bTSH binding.
Indeed, we identified further amino acids of the hinge region with influence on bTSH binding.
Some of these contribute to a new binding domain from human TSHR position F381 to D386. These
hinge mutants with influence on bTSH binding were also analyzed for binding of the superago-
nistic human TSH analog TR1401 demonstrating that these positions also have an impact on TR1401
binding. Moreover, side chain variations revealed that different amino acid properties like the
negative charge, aromatic as well as hydrophilic characteristics, contribute to maintain the hor-
mone-TSHR hinge interaction. (Endocrinology 152: 3268–3278, 2011)

The initial step for the activation of the thyroid-stimu-
lating hormone receptor (TSHR) is the binding of the

native ligand, the TSH, to the ectodomain of the receptor.
The TSHR ecdodomain can be subdivided into the leu-
cine-rich repeat (LRR) and the hinge region (HinR), which
links the LRR with the serpentine domain (Fig. 1). There
are different descriptions of the length of the HinR se-
quence (1) because the exact junction between the LRR
and the HinR remains unknown. Based on the likely C-
terminal extension of the LRR from L260 to Y279 (1), we
assumed that P280-D410 constitute the HinR containing
the cleavable C-peptide from A317 to G367 (1–3).

It is known that bovine TSH (bTSH) binding to the
human TSHR is mediated by the LRR (4, 5) and the sul-
fation site Y385 (6) as well as the recently identified E297,
E303, and D382 of the HinR, which interact with positive
charges in the �-loop 1 (�-L1) of bTSH (7, 8). However,
the hormone-TSHR binding mechanisms are only incom-
pletely known mainly due to the lack of structural data for
the HinR despite elucidation of the binding arrangements
between the human FSH and the homologous hormone
binding LRR of the FSH receptor by x-ray analysis (9).
Moreover, a crystal structure of the corresponding LRR of
the TSHR in complex with a thyroid-stimulating autoan-
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tibody also provides only structural information for the
particular LRR portion and not for the HinR (10).

Based on the identification of the first TSH binding sites
in the HinR, it became apparent that multiple positions in
this particular structure remained to be characterized.
Moreover, it is very likely that beside the interaction of
specific �-L1 residues of bTSH with negative charges of
the HinR (8) further contact points of neighboring �-L1 or
binding relevant �-L3 and �-L3 residues (11, 12), which
obviously do not interact with the LRR (see Fig. 1) are
located in the HinR. The goal of this study was to clarify
whether more than the initially identified three contact
points for receptor activation by TSH exist. Therefore, 41
so far uncharacterized residues located outside the C-pep-
tide between P280 and D410 of the HinR were systemat-
ically analyzed. The impact on TSH binding of these res-
idues was investigated by comparison of cell surface

expression and bTSH binding. Whereas hydrophilic po-
sitions were substituted to alanine, selected hydrophobic
positions were substituted to another hydrophobic residue
of equal size for only slight side chain alterations due to the
usually strong influence of hydrophobic residues on re-
ceptor conformation and structure stabilization.

We identified further 10 positions of the HinR, whose
substitutions resulted in a strong decrease in bTSH bind-
ing compared with the respective expression value. bTSH
has not only a higher affinity to the human (h) TSHR
compared with hTSH but also superagonistic activity (13–
18). Due to the low-affinity interaction of hTSH with its
receptor it is not possible to use it in radioligand binding
studies. To compare bTSH and hTSH binding, we there-
fore used the hTSH analog TR1401 (17), which differs
with respect to its sequence from hTSH by only four ad-
ditional positive charges in the �-L1. Our data show that

FIG. 1. Illustration of the TSHR composed of the LRR and serpentine domain (SD) structure, which is linked by the structural unknown hinge
region investigated in this study. The comparative model of the LRR (depicted in green) is connected with the hTSH molecule represented in yellow
(�-subunit) and orange (�-subunit). The surface-exposed loops (�-L1, �-L3, and �-L3), which have been shown to contribute to bTSH binding to
the receptor are shown by arrows. As SD the crystal structure of the homologous CXCR 4 receptor (Protein Data Bank ID number: 3ODU) is shown
in red. Based on the unknown exact junction between the LRR and the hinge region, there are different descriptions of its length (reviewed in Ref.
1). Assuming an extended LRR structure C-terminally from position L260, the hinge region starts at P280 in the present scheme. This structurally
unknown region is shown by circles with the respective amino acid abbreviation except the cleavable 50-amino acid insertion, the so-called C-
peptide from position A317–F366 (1). The experimental design of this study investigating the influence of single positions of the hinge region on
hormone binding is shown in the right box.
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in addition to the previously identified amino acids of the
LRR (4, 5) as well as the three negatively charged positions
(7, 8) and the sulfation site Y385 (6), further 10 residues
of this region seem to be crucial for bTSH and TR1401
binding.

Materials and Methods

Materials
Recombinant hTSH was obtained from Dr. A. F. Parlow (Na-

tional Hormone and Peptide Program, Torrance, CA). For binding
analysis, 125I-bTSH was obtained from BRAHMS GmbH (Hen-
ningsdorf,Germany;50�Ci/�g)andcoldbTSHfromSigmaChem-
ical Co. (St. Louis, MO). The human TSH analog TR1401, char-
acterized by four substitutions (Q13K�E14K�P16K�Q20K;
numbering is related to hTSH without signal peptide) in the �-sub-
unit (17), was provided by Trophogen Inc. (Rockville, MD).
TR1401 was produced and purified as previously described (8).
This human TSH analog was 125I labeled (specific activity: 50 �Ci/
�g) by PerkinElmer (Billerica, MA).

Site-directed mutagenesis
Mutations were introduced into the hTSHR via site-directed

mutagenesis as previously described (8), whereas the human
TSHR-pcDNA 3.1 hygro (�) was used as template.

Cell culture and transfection
COS-7 cells were transfected with the GeneJammer transfec-

tion reagent (Stratagene, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) as pre-
viously described (8), whereas a transfection efficiency of 50–
60% of viable cells could be achieved for each experiment.
Transfection of the wild-type (wt) hTSHR and the pcDNA3.1
vector alone was performed in each assay as control. Each bind-
ing or cAMP experiment was done simultaneously with a fluo-
rescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) control from the same
transfection.

FACS analysis
For determination of cell surface expression and transfection

efficiency, FACS analysis was done as previously described (7)
using the mouse antihuman TSHR monoclonal antibody 2C11
(MAK1281, Linaris, Wertheim, Germany) as primary antibody
and the Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat antimouse IgG (Invit-
rogen, Eugene, OR). Receptor expression was determined by the
mean fluorescence intensity using the LSR II (Becton Dickinson,
San Jose, CA). The wt TSHR was set at 100% and mutant re-
ceptor expression was calculated according to this setting. The
percentage of signal positive cells corresponds to transfection
efficiency.

Radioligand binding assay
Competitive binding studies were performed as previously

described (7, 19). The empty pcDNA3.1 vector was used as con-
trol. Maximal TSH binding capacity was calculated by nonlinear
regression of competition binding curves using GraphPad Prism
4.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA), assuming a one-site
binding model (20). Maximal TSH binding of wt TSHR was set

at 100% and the maximal binding capacity of all mutants was
calculated according to this setting.

cAMP accumulation assay
cAMP accumulation was determined as previously described

(8) using the cAMP AlphaScreen assay (PerkinElmer Life Sci-
ences, Zaventem, Belgium) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. The medium was supplemented with 100 mU/ml
bTSH (Sigma) or 10 mU/ml hTSH (National Institutes of Health,
National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Dis-
eases, Bethesda, MD) or hTSH analog TR1401 (Trophogen) for
TSHR stimulation.

Linear regression analysis (LRA) of constitutive
activity as a function of TSHR expression

The characterization of the mutant’s basal cAMP activity as
a function of TSHR expression was done by an LRA determined
by FACS as previously described (21).

Statistics
Statistical analysis was carried out by t test using GraphPad

Prism 4.0 for Windows (P � 0.001, extremely significant; P �
0.001–0.01 very significant; P � 0.01–0.05, significant; P �
0.05, not significant).

Multiple sequence alignment
The conservation of amino acids within the TSHR HinR was

evaluated by a multiple sequence alignment. Homologs were
selected by searching the nonredundant protein sequences data-
base using blastp (22) with the protein sequence of the hTSHR
(gi 62298994). For further investigation, 16 Blast hits were se-
lected by phylogenetic diversity. Full-receptor sequences were
aligned with ClustalW2 (23) and formatted with Jalview (24).
For evaluation of the conservation within the different human
glycoprotein hormone receptor (GPHR), the alignment of the
three receptors from the SSFA database (25) was used.

Structural modeling
The comparative model of the LRR connected with the hTSH

was created using the Molecular Operating Environment soft-
ware (MOE 2009.10; Chemical Computing Group, Inc., Mon-
tréal, Québec, Canada) with the crystal structure of FSH in com-
plex with the LRR of the FSH receptor (FSHR) (9) as template.
The crystal structure of the TSHR LRR (10) was used as envi-
ronment during the generation of the homology model.

Results

This study was performed to identify further hTSHR po-
sitions of the HinR (1), which participate in hormone
binding and subsequently to analyze the amino acid char-
acteristics that are necessary to establish the hormone-
HinR interaction (Fig. 1). The comparison between recep-
tor expression and maximal bTSH binding (Bmax) of
HinR mutants is compiled in Table 1.
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Novel TSH binding sites of the HinR
All mutants showed an expression comparable with the

wt in the range of 72–105% except S304A, G367A, and
G391A with a receptor expression in the range of 59–
68%. Most mutants revealed a Bmax of bTSH similar to
the respective FACS results, whereas the expression of mu-
tants S308A, G367A, and Q368A was significantly re-
duced (�21%) compared with the binding result. In con-
trast, the five mutants, F286A, G294A, D386A, F381A,
and D392A, revealed a significant decrease of the bTSH
Bmax value by 15–37% compared with wt and to the
respective FACS value. Four of the five mutants showed a
strongerdecreaseofhTSHanalogTR1401comparedwith
bTSH binding, whereas D386A led to a reduced TR1401
binding comparable with bTSH. Moreover, mutants
L299V and M300V showed an expression and bTSH
binding pattern comparable with the wt, whereas TR1401
binding was reduced to 68 and 61%, respectively (Sup-
plemental Table 1, published on The Endocrine Society’s
Journals Online web site at http://endo.endojournals.org).

A summary of TSH binding data for all positions of the
HinR(SupplementalTable1) shows that alaninemutation
of the known TSH binding relevant sulfation site Y385 led
to a minimal binding capacity of TR1401 with only 15%
of wt. Moreover, with N288, E394, and D395, the HinR
summary (Supplemental Table 1) provides three previ-
ously characterized HinR positions with slight influence
on hormone binding. Expression of N288A was previ-
ously reported to be 82% of wt (21). The new hormone
binding data revealed a reduced bTSH (60% of wt) and
TR1401 (47% of wt) binding capability. Furthermore,
alanine substitution at E394 and D395 showed a slightly
decreased bTSH binding and in case of E394A also in
TR1401 binding compared with the wt and to the respec-
tive FACS value.

Side-chain characterization of binding sites
To identify potential amino acid characteristics neces-

sary for maintaining the hormone-HinR interaction at the
binding positions, side-chain substitutions with different
amino acid properties were performed and functionally
characterized (Table 2). No constitutive activity was de-
tected for all analyzed mutations. Due to the known rel-
atively low-affinity interaction of hTSH with the hTSHR
(26), which leads to very low detectable 125I-hTSH bind-
ing (27, 28), we are limited to signaling studies with hTSH.

Position F286
The hydrophobic, aromatic F286 was substituted to

tryptophan with similar amino acid characteristics as well
as to the hydrophobic and branched isoleucine. Changing

TABLE 1. Comparison of TSHR cell surface expression
measured by FACS analysis and maximal bTSH binding
of TSHR hinge region mutants

hTSHR mutations
of the hinge

region

FACS analysis
(% of wt

TSHR)

Maximal bTSH
binding (% of

wt TSHR)

pcDNA 1.8 � 0.1 —
TSHR wt 100 100
P280A 89.7 � 2.0a 107.6 � 1.0a

A285V 87.9 � 4.4b 102.4 � 1.4
F286Ac 85.0 � 4.8b 66.3 � 2.2a

I292V 93.2 � 3.0b 104.2 � 3.5
G294Ac 83.3 � 5.8b 46.4 � 1.3a

I295V 94.3 � 3.0 99.2 � 4.0
L296V 95.9 � 2.7 103.7 � 1.9
S298A 94.3 � 1.9d 85.5 � 2.5a

L299V 93.2 � 2.6b 98.8 � 3.5
M300V 89.7 � 3.4d 85.8 � 3.2d

S304A 67.5 � 0.9a 85.5 � 2.8a

S305A 104.8 � 3.1 93.7 � 1.6a

M306A 97.2 � 2.6 105.3 � 3.8
Q307A 91.4 � 4.8 102.0 � 1.3
S308A 77.6 � 4.0a 102.7 � 1.7
L309V 99.3 � 1.4 99.1 � 6.2
Q311A 91.3 � 1.6a 90.7 � 0.9a

S314A 93.2 � 3.0b 86.7 � 4.5d

V315A 91.8 � 7.9 112.0 � 1.4d

N316A 86.5 � 2.6a 95.8 � 1.4b

C-peptide (A317-F366)

G367A 59.2 � 2.6a 99.3 � 3.8
Q368A 72.2 � 5.8a 93.9 � 2.5
L370V 97.5 � 1.4 99.8 � 2.2
P373A 94.8 � 5.8 105.1 � 4.8
Q374A 79.5 � 3.1a 75.2 � 3.0a

T377A 94.3 � 2.1b 91.6 � 5.1
L378V 94.9 � 2.6 99.5 � 3.6
Q379A 97.1 � 3.1 82.6 � 2.5a

A380V 87.0 � 6.5 84.0 � 1.8a

F381Ac 90.3 � 2.8a 60.6 � 1.3a

S383A 95.8 � 3.5 114.5 � 2.0a

H384A 95.9 � 6.8 92.6 � 1.3a

D386Ac 98.8 � 3.1 76.8 � 3.4a

Y387A 88.6 � 3.4d 90.2 � 1.5a

T388A 99.0 � 5.0 103.4 � 1.7
I389V 94.7 � 1.1a 90.1 � 2.0a

G391A 64.6 � 2.6a 74.2 � 1.1a

D392Ac 92.3 � 8.5 76.7 � 2.5a

S393A 96.0 � 4.8 87.0 � 2.7a

M396V 101.0 � 2.7 104.3 � 2.1
V397I 93.8 � 1.7d 89.9 � 4.0b

Twenty mutants of the N-terminal and 21 mutants of the C-terminal
part of the hTSHR hinge region were analyzed regarding differences
between FACS and maximal bTSH binding. Hydrophobic residues were
individually exchanged mainly by another hydrophobic amino acid (A,
I, L, M3V or F, V3A, I) due to the strong influence of hydrophobic
residues on the receptor conformation and stabilization of the
structure. All other amino acids were substituted by an alanine. The
cleavable C-peptide region (A317-F366) is represented by extra space.
Data are given as mean � SEM of at least three independent
experiments, each carried out in duplicate. The wt TSHR and empty
pcDNA vector were used as controls. P � 0.05, not significant.
a P � 0.001, extremely significant.
b P � 0.01–0.05, significant.
c Mutants with a significantly reduced (�15%) bTSH binding
compared with the respective FACS value.
d P � 0.001–0.01, very significant.
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phenylalanine to tryptophan led to a Bmax of bTSH sim-
ilar to the wt and the respective FACS value, whereas in-
troduction of an isoleucine results in a decreased bTSH
binding to 29% of the wt (Table 2). Moreover, F286I
showed a strong decrease of TR1401 binding. In contrast,
F286W resulted in TR1401 binding similar to the respec-

tive FACS result analogous to bTSH binding. Further-
more, hTSH, bTSH, and TR1401 stimulation of F286W
led to a cAMP response similar to the wt. However, despite
the reduced Bmax from 66 to 19% of wt, F286A and
F286I revealed maximal cAMP stimulation in the range of
63–96% after stimulation with bTSH or TR1401. In con-

TABLE 2. Functional characterization of side-chain variations of hormone binding sites within the hTSHR hinge
region

hTSHR mutations
of the hinge region

FACS analysis
(% of wt TSHR)

Maximal bTSH binding
(% of wt TSHR)

Maximal TR1401 binding
(% of wt TSHR)

cAMP accumulation (% of wt TSHR)

Hormone stimulated

Basal bTSH TR1401 hTSH

pcDNA 1.8 � 0.1 — — 51.0 � 9.2 2.5 � 0.4 4.3 � 0.6 5.3 � 0.7
TSHR wt 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
F286

A 85.0 � 4.8a 66.3 � 2.2b 31.2 � 1.2b 101.2 � 11.1 96.1 � 6.5 83.5 � 5.6 55.3 � 7.3b

I 106.1 � 4.6 28.9 � 1.8b 18.9 � 0.8b 76.6 � 6.4c 63.4 � 1.5b 91.6 � 5.9 54.9 � 5.6b

W 86.8 � 3.7c 95.1 � 3.2 78.0 � 2.6b 79.8 � 4.7b 87.7 � 7.0 90.2 � 3.0c 105.7 � 5.7
N288

A 82 (21) 60.3 � 1.2b 46.9 � 1.5b 110 (21) 66% (21) 60.4 � 5.5b 47.0 � 5.4b

L 100.9 � 3.1 67.6 � 3.3b 46.1 � 0.9b 84.3 � 10.1 70.3 � 5.8b 52.4 � 4.2b 42.3 � 1.9b

Q 107.4 � 4.0 80.0 � 3.0b 69.4 � 2.6b 109.1 � 11.3 65.3 � 3.7b 63.3 � 6.3b 52.8 � 4.5b

S 93.2 � 3.1a 100.0 � 3.8 81.2 � 4.5b 122.1 � 12.8 76.0 � 3.6b 60.2 � 1.8b 68.2 � 3.9b

G294
A 83.3 � 5.8a 46.4 � 1.3b 16.0 � 1.0b 99.0 � 19.6 97.0 � 9.0 98.5 � 4.5 81.6 � 8.3
I 104.5 � 4.6 23.3 � 1.8b 18.9 � 1.2b 91.8 � 12.4 47.6 � 3.2b 78.7 � 4.7c 54.5 � 4.2b

S 96.5 � 2.4 98.6 � 1.5 75.3 � 2.6b 104.6 � 15.5 68.1 � 4.7b 88.5 � 1.6b 86.6 � 3.2b

L299
A 97.7 � 6.2 92.3 � 3.9b 69.1 � 2.1b 115.8 � 12.6 73.0 � 4.6b 95.3 � 5.3 65.4 � 7.0b

D 72.6 � 4.6b 70.2 � 5.5b 46.2 � 1.4b 90.0 � 11.9 65.2 � 3.9b 103.0 � 6.8 68.3 � 5.5b

I 86.6 � 4.9a 104.6 � 2.0b 99.8 � 5.9 100.3 � 16.9 77.2 � 4.8b 99.8 � 5.1 106.7 � 5.9
V 93.2 � 2.6a 98.8 � 3.5 67.9 � 4.4b 85.2 � 19.2 74.5 � 6.7c 78.8 � 4.6b 83.7 � 5.1c

M300
A 78.7 � 6.2c 60.2 � 2.4b 66.3 � 3.0b 133.8 � 11.6a 93.3 � 7.1 53.1 � 5.2b 66.5 � 3.3b

D 61.0 � 4.3b 36.5 � 0.8b 40.7 � 2.5b 106.7 � 10.2 71.1 � 5.5b 71.4 � 5.8b 67.6 � 5.9b

L 87.3 � 4.5a 73.3 � 1.9b 77.8 � 2.4b 90.2 � 21.1 83.9 � 6.6a 84.8 � 3.7c 90.7 � 6.1
V 89.7 � 3.4c 85.8 � 3.2c 60.9 � 6.4b 88.0 � 15.5 79.5 � 5.5c 78.2 � 4.2a 92.4 � 4.9

F381
A 90.3 � 2.8b 60.6 � 1.3b 48.8 � 1.1b 149.0 � 10.3b 60.8 � 3.7b 86.0 � 3.9c 80.7 � 4.1b

D 61.3 � 2.7b 62.4 � 1.2b 66.5 � 3.4b 157.4 � 17.8c 66.1 � 5.2b 76.3 � 4.5b 70.0 � 6.3b

I 94.9 � 1.2b 45.4 � 1.3b 52.6 � 2.7b 136.5 � 9.6c 86.3 � 9.0 80.0 � 4.9c 85.5 � 5.3a

K 88.7 � 1.4b 18.2 � 1.0b 20.0 � 1.1b 144.3 � 11.7c 64.8 � 7.6b 70.8 � 4.6b 60.7 � 4.2b

Q 91.2 � 1.6b 45.1 � 2.7b 48.6 � 3.3b 155.4 � 10.9b 80.3 � 7.8a 71.5 � 6.0b 64.7 � 5.9b

V 94.5 � 2.1a 37.7 � 1.3b 49.0 � 3.2b 140.8 � 15.8a 71.2 � 7.6c 81.2 � 5.1c 94.5 � 4.8
Y 91.2 � 3.4a 85.3 � 2.2b 98.6 � 3.4 164.1 � 11.3b 101.7 � 9.7 86.3 � 3.2c 98.7 � 2.8

D386
A 98.8 � 3.1 76.8 � 3.4b 75.2 � 1.9b 94.2 � 7.2 77.0 � 4.8b 52.8 � 6.1b 51.8 � 4.8b

E 101.3 � 3.4 104.2 � 1.9a 118.0 � 3.3b 112.3 � 10.1 95.9 � 6.1 73.7 � 7.3c 67.5 � 7.1c

K 89.0 � 3.4a 23.2 � 0.4b 19.7 � 2.4b 98.3 � 11.3 36.2 � 4.5b 76.3 � 4.8a 33.1 � 4.2b

D392
A 92.3 � 8.5 76.7 � 2.5b 60.6 � 2.1b 110.8 � 5.0 84.8 � 8.0 86.1 � 6.2 59.5 � 7.0b

E 96.1 � 2.3 93.5 � 2.1a 103.4 � 5.1 93.4 � 7.1 88.8 � 4.3a 106.5 � 3.8 106.6 � 5.1
K 94.8 � 3.2 48.0 � 2.1b 38.9 � 2.1b 66.1 � 9.9c 43.2 � 2.1b 82.0 � 4.9c 51.4 � 5.2b

E394
A 93 (7) 71 (7) 79.5 � 3.6b 127.3 � 23.1 59.3 � 2.8b 54.9 � 3.0b 64.8 � 8.2c

D 97.1 � 3.4 106.3 � 4.0 105.8 � 1.5c 137.3 � 19.5 92.7 � 4.7 84.8 � 7.7 75.3 � 4.1b

K 91.2 � 2.5c 26.2 � 0.5b 51.9 � 1.4b 87.1 � 11.6 57.3 � 3.6b 80.9 � 5.5c 83.7 � 7.8
D395

A 85 (7) 70 (7) 87.1 � 1.9b 100.8 � 5.4 52.5 � 5.9b 46.2 � 3.2b 55.8 � 4.3b

E 103.9 � 4.5 99.8 � 1.9 93.5 � 2.1c 129.4 � 19.6 98.4 � 2.9 106.1 � 6.1 105.9 � 5.1
K 76.8 � 4.0b 77.3 � 2.1b 61.3 � 1.9b 99.3 � 7.2 67.4 � 7.1b 67.9 � 7.4c 63.0 � 4.5b

Cell surface expression measured by FACS analysis, bTSH and TR1401 analog binding, and basal and TSH-stimulated cAMP response are listed for
the side-chain substitutions of all newly identified hinge positions with an effect on hormone binding. For a complete overview, some data of
Table 1 and previously published findings (marked with the specific reference) were included. Data are given as mean � SEM of at least three
independent experiments, each carried out in duplicate. The wt TSHR and empty pcDNA vector were used as controls. Reduced binding and
maximal cAMP values are shown in italics and bold (binding: 15–35% binding reduction, italics; greater than 35% reduction, bold; signaling:
maximal cAMP value with 60–80% of wt, italics; less than 60% of wt, bold). P � 0.05, not significant.
a P � 0.01–0.05, significant.
b P � 0.001, extremely significant.
c P � 0.001–0.01, very significant.
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trast, using hTSH, both mutations showed a maximal
cAMP signaling of only 55% of wt.

Position N288
In addition to alanine, hydrophilic asparagine at posi-

tion 288 was exchanged to hydrophilic glutamine, smaller
serine, and hydrophobic leucine. All three single mutants
revealed an expression similar to the wt. Similar to the
alanine mutant, N288L reduced bTSH binding to 68%
and TR1401 binding to 46% of wt. Substitution to serine
led to a bTSH and TR1401 binding similar to the wt or
only to a slight decrease (Table 2). However, bTSH and
TR1401 binding of N288Q was slightly decreased com-
pared with the respective FACS value. All mutants at po-
sition N288 led to a reduced maximal cAMP signal in the
range of 42–76% of wt.

Position G294
Side-chain characterization for G294 was carried out

by changing the hydrophilic and small glycine to the small
and hydrophilic serine and to the branched hydrophobic
isoleucine. G294S showed a bTSH binding similar to that
of the wt and to the respective FACS result, whereas G294I
revealed a decrease in bTSH binding with only 23% (Ta-
ble 2). Furthermore, G294I led to a TR1401 binding of
only 19% of the wt similar to G294A with 16% binding
capacity. However, G294S showed with 75% a slightly
reduced maximal TR1401 binding compared with the re-
spective FACS value. In addition to the strong reduction of
bTSH and TR1401 binding by mutant G294A, both TSH
variants led to a maximal cAMP signaling similar to the
wt. Moreover, stimulation with hTSH resulted in a slightly
decreased cAMP production of mutant G294A. G294I
showed a reduced cAMP accumulation after stimulation
with all three investigated TSH variants and G294S only
after addition of bTSH.

Positions L299 and M300
Side-chain characterization was done by substitution of

the hydrophobic leucine or isoleucine and by the small
hydrophobic alanine. Based on the close sequence prox-
imity of the negatively charged TSH binding sites E297
and E303, the charge influence of positions L299 and
M300 on hormone binding was analyzed by introduction
of the negatively charged aspartic acid. The expression of
L299A and L299I was 98 and 87% of the wt, respectively
(Table 2). The lowest expression rate of the three muta-
tions at residue L299 was 73% for L299D. Moreover, all
four mutants at position L299 showed a Bmax of bTSH
comparable with the respective FACS value. However,
maximal TR1401 binding was reduced to 68% for L299A
and L299V and to 46% for L299D, whereas L299I

showed a Bmax of TR1401 at the expression level. The
four mutants at position M300 revealed an expression in
the range of 61–90% of wt and a decreased bTSH binding
for M300A, M300D, and M300L, with M300D being the
most prominent with only 37%. However, M300V showed
a bTSH binding comparable with the respective FACS value.
Moreover, maximal TR1401 binding was similar to bTSH
binding for M300A, M300D, and M300L, in contrast to
M300V,which showedwith61%adecrease comparedwith
the respective expression and bTSH binding result. Except
M300A with a reduction of the cAMP level to 53% of wt
after stimulation with TR1401, all mutants at L299 and
M300 showed no or only a slight decrease after stimula-
tion with all three TSH variants. The basal cAMP accu-
mulation was slightly enhanced for M300A, but LRA re-
vealed no constitutive activity (data not shown).

Position F381
The aromatic residue F381 was exchanged to the aro-

matic tyrosine and to the hydrophobic valine and isoleu-
cine as well as to the hydrophilic glutamine. Apart from
F381Y with a bTSH binding capability similar to the re-
spective FACS value, all three substitutions showed a re-
duced Bmax of bTSH (in the range of 18–45% of the wt).
Due to the previously identified charge-charge interaction
ofbTSHwith thedirectneighborD382 (7,8),we introduced
a positive and also a negative charge at position F381 to
analyze the charge influence on hormone binding. F381D
showed a Bmax comparable with the respective FACS value,
whereasF381Kled toareducedbTSHbinding to18%of the
wt incontrast to theFACSresultwith89%(Table 2). More-
over, TR1401 binding showed similar results like bTSH in
the range of 18% (F381K) to 99% (F381Y) compared
with the wt (Table 2). Despite the strongly reduced bTSH
and TR1401 binding capacity of all substitutions at F381,
except F381Y, the stimulated cAMP responses after stim-
ulation with bTSH, TR1401 and hTSH were not or only
slightly decreased. F381Y showed no alteration in maxi-
mal cAMP results for all three TSH variants. Although all
seven substitutions at F381 led to slightly increased basal
cAMP values, LRA showed no constitutive activity (data
not shown).

Position D386
The negatively charged aspartic acid was substituted by

the charge-keeping glutamic acid and the positively
charged lysine. Substitution of aspartic acid to lysine with
the opposite charge characteristic led to a decrease in
bTSH and also TR1401 binding, with about 20% of max-
imal hormone binding, respectively, compared with the
wt. In contrast, maintaining the negative charge by glu-
tamic acid results in a Bmax of bTSH similar to the wt as
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well as to a slight enhanced TR1401 binding with 118%
of wt (Table 2). Except for D386E stimulation of all other
substitutions at this position with bTSH, hTSH and
TR1401 showed a reduced cAMP signal in a range be-
tween 33 and 77% when compared with the wt. No con-
stitutive activity could be detected for all substitutions at
this position.

Position D392
Side-chain characterization for the negatively charged

position D392 was performed using the charge-keeping
glutamic acid as well as lysine with the opposite charge
characteristic. Maximal bTSH and TR1401 binding for
D392E was similar to that of the wt, whereas D392K led
to a decrease in bTSH as well as TR1401 binding with only
48 and 39% of hormone binding, respectively, compared
with the wt (Table 2). TR1401 binding at D392A was
reduced to 61%. All mutants at position D392 showed no
constitutive activity. However, D392K revealed a signif-
icantly decreased stimulation using bTSH and hTSH but
not after TR1401 addition.

Positions E394 and D395
The negatively charged residue of both positions was

substituted to an amino acid of the opposite charge char-
acteristic and also to a charge-keeping residue. In addition
to D395K, with an expression of 77%, all other three
mutants were expressed similar to the wt (Table 2). How-
ever, Bmax of bTSH was reduced to 26% for E394K but
not for D395K, with a bTSH binding similar to the re-
spective expression. In contrast, TR1401 binding was re-
duced for both lysine mutations to 52% (E394K) or 61%
(D395K) of wt. However, D395E and E394D showed a
bTSH and TR1401 binding similar to the FACS results.
Moreover, these mutants led to hTSH-, bTSH-, and
TR1401-mediated cAMP stimulation similar to the wt or
only to a slight decrease. E394A, D395A, and D395K
resulted in a reduced cAMP accumulation in the range of
46–68% of wt.

Discussion

The importance of the HinR for hormone binding, signal
transduction, and receptor activation has been indicated
in several studies (reviewed in Ref. 1). However, the hor-
mone-TSHR interaction mechanisms are only incom-
pletely understood. Recently it was suggested that the
binding relevant HinR is possibly altered in its conforma-
tion by the adjacent serpentine domain, which therefore
also influences indirectly ligand binding (29). Thus, the
knowledge about the contribution of the HinR to hor-

mone binding is important for further elucidation of the
precise molecular hormone-receptor interactions.

The present study revealed that further positions of the
TSHR HinR, namely F286, G294, L299, M300, F381,
D386, and D392, are also involved in TSH binding. More-
over, characterization of Bmax for previously described
mutations of the HinR (Supplemental Table 1) and sub-
sequent side-chain characterization identified further po-
sitions: N288, E394, and D395 with influence on hor-
mone binding.

In this study, we focused on the significant decrease in
Bmax of TSHR mutants in comparison with their expres-
sion levels without taking possible alterations of IC50 or
dissociation constant (Kd) values into account. Kd or IC50

results of the investigated mutants of the hormone binding
sites are difficult to interpret due to the strong differences
in the maximal binding capacity. For an appropriate eval-
uation and comparison of Kd values, it would be necessary
to express all receptor constructs at the same Bmax level,
for which numerous titration experiments would be nec-
essary. However, such information and the possibility that
the Kon to Koff ratio of TSH binding could be altered by
the mutants do not affect our main finding that further
HinR residues affect TSH-TSHR interaction as this inter-
pretation is primarily based on the decrease of the maxi-
mal TSH binding capacity of these mutants.

Five of the newly identified TSH binding sites are lo-
cated N and the other five C terminally of the C-peptide
(Table 1 and Supplemental Table 1). With D386, D392,
E394, and D395, four further negative charges of the
HinR influence hormone binding. Due to the new finding
that also F286 and F381 influence bTSH binding, the
question arises of whether besides identified charge-
charge interactions (8), there could be further interrela-
tions like hydrophobic interactions between the HinR and
the hormone. To address the question of which potential
amino acid characteristics of the binding sites are neces-
sary, functional characterization of side-chain substitu-
tions was performed.

Hormone binding cluster F381-D386
Costagliola et al. (6) showed that sulfation on Y385

within the YDY-motif (Fig. 2) is necessary for high affinity
bTSH binding at the hTSHR. The present results demon-
strate a strong influence of Y385 also on TR1401 binding
(Supplemental Table 1). In addition to this conserved YD/
EY-motif of GPHR (Fig. 2) (6, 30), the neighboring TSHR
position D382 (7) as well as the homologous D330 of the
LH/choriogonadotropin (CG) receptor (31) were identi-
fied as key residues of binding or receptor activation. The
TSHR region K371-H384 was identified as essential for
TSH binding (32). Hamidi et al. (33) showed that a similar
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region, namely T377-H384, contributes to ligand binding
and cAMP signal transduction, whereas deletions of re-
gion Q307-K371 and E303-F366 were tolerated without
alterations in bTSH binding and signaling. A summary of
functional characterization of HinR residues (Supplemen-
tal Table 1) did not show TSH binding sites within these
two regions, with one exception. Thus, position E303 lo-
cated on the edge of region E303-F366 has been shown to
participate in bTSH and TR1401 binding. However, it
does not have such a strong effect as the previously iden-
tified residues E297 and D382 (7, 8). With the present
study, we identified neighboring positions F381 and D386
as also important for bTSH and TR1401 binding. Thus,
all positions located in sequence proximity: T377-H384
(33) containing D382 (7) and F381 as well as Y385 (6) and
D386 are relevant for TSH binding. This bTSH/TR1401-
binding domain extends from the F381 to D386, whereas
the adjacent A380 and Y387 as well as S383 and H384
within this binding cluster are obviously not involved in
bTSH and TR1401 binding.

Szkudlinski et al. (34) reviewed that charge-charge in-
teractions are of major importance in TSH-TSHR inter-
action. From the evolutionary point of view, it is well
known that additional positive charges at specific residues
of TSH and CG improve receptor affinity (17, 35). For
TSHR position D382, a charge-charge interaction with
positive �-L1 charges of bTSH and TR1401 is assumed
(Fig. 1A in Ref. 8). Based on the sequence proximity to
D382, we would expect an interaction scenario between
the other residues of the cluster F381-D386 and �-L1 po-
sitions of bTSH and TR1401, respectively. However, pos-
sible specific interaction combinations between bTSH res-
idues and the hTSHR positions have to be studied more
extensively by further experiments. Moreover, in addition
to the direct involvement of positions within F381-D386
in TSH binding, it is also conceivable that some residues
affect the overall structure of this region. As a direct neigh-

bor of Y385, it could also be possible that mutations at
D386 indirectly influence TSH binding via interference
with the sulfation process. However, side-chain charac-
terization for D386 revealed that this position rather
seems to interact via charge-charge interplay with bTSH.
Thus, introduction of a positive charge at D386 led to a
strong decrease in TSH binding indicating electrostatic
repulsion of positive hormone charges.

In addition to the great variation of the GPHR HinR in
size and amino acid sequence, the negative charge at po-
sition D386 is conserved within several TSHR species and
also at homologous FSHR and LH/CG receptor (LH/
CGR) positions (Fig. 2), indicating a general or class-spe-
cific impact of this charge on glycoprotein hormone
(GPH) binding. However, the question about hTSH bind-
ing remains open due to the known relatively low-affinity
interaction of hTSH with the hTSHR (26), which leads to
very low detectable 125I-hTSH binding (27, 28). Thus,
hTSH interaction with the hTSHR and the role of the
identified bTSH binding sites and their differences to the
superagonistic bTSH have to be elucidated by further
methods like fluorescence resonance energy transfer in-
vestigations, which enable direct binding analysis of
hTSH.

Furthermore, we cannot conclude from maximal TSH
stimulated cAMP values on TSH binding capacity. For
example, despite the impaired maximal TR1401 binding
of D386K (20% of wt), this mutation led to a maximal
cAMP stimulation of 76%. Such a mutant phenotype with
a reduced TSH binding but a cAMP signaling similar to the
wt has previously been shown for other substitutions like
D382K (8), C462S, and C600S (36). TR1401 and bTSH
both showed a strong reduction of Bmax on D386K, but
bTSH led to a 2-fold stronger decrease of the maximal
cAMP signaling compared with TR1401 (Table 2). This
indicates differences in the coupling of ligand binding with

280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 410TSHR
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S LM - - - - - - CNESSMQS LRQRKSVNA LNSP LHQEYE - - - - EN LGD - S I VGYKEKSK - - - - - - - FQDTHNNAHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY T I CGDSEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S LM - - - - - - CNESSMQS LRQRKSVNA LNSP LHQEYE - - - - EN LDD - G I VGYKEKSK - - - - - - - FQDAHNNAHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY TVCGDNEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I PE - S LM - - - - - - CNESSMQS LRQRKSVNA LNSP LHQEYE - - - - EN LDD - G I VGYKEKSK - - - - - - - FQDAHNNAHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY TVCGDNEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LQ - S LM - - - - - - CNESS I RGLRQRKSASA LNGP FYQEY - - - - - ED LGD - GSAGYKENSK - - - - - - - FQDTHSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GFGQQLKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY TVCGGSEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S LM - - - - - - CNESS I RS LRQRKSVNAVNGP FYQEYE - - - - ED LGD - SSVGNKENSK - - - - - - - FQDTHSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY TVCGGSEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S LM - - - - - - CNESS I RNLRQKKSVNA LNGP FYQEYE - - - - EGLGD - SSAGYKENSK - - - - - - - FQD I HSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSSYDY TVCGGNEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKN I RG I LQ - S LM - - - - - - CNESS I WGLRQRKSASA LNGP FYQEYE - - - - ED LGD - GSAGYKENSK - - - - - - - FQDTHSNSHYYV F FEDQEDE I I GFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDNHYDY TVCGGSEEMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S LM - - - - - - CNESS I RS LRQRKSVNT LNGP FDQEYE - - - - EY LGD - SHAGYKDNSQ - - - - - - - FQDTDSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I LGFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY TVCGGNEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S FM - - - - - - CNDSS I RS LRQRKSVNA LNGP FDQEYE - - - - EY LGD - SHAGYKDNSK - - - - - - - FQDTRSNSHYYV F FEEQ - DE I LGFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY TVCGGNEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S LM - - - - - - CNESS I RNLRQRKSVNVMRGPVYQEYE - - - - EGLGD - NHVGYKQNSK - - - - - - - FQEGPSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY TVCGDNEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S LM - - - - - - CNESS I RNLRQRKSVN I LRGP I YQEYE - - - - EDPGD - NSVGYKQNSK - - - - - - - FQESPSNSHYYV F FEEQEDEVVGFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FESHYDY TVCGDNEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNWKKNSG I LE - Y LM - - - - - - CNQSGSHSSRNRRS FRA I RGP FYKDYA - - - - EEY TERTDTVYDKNTK - - - - - - - F TNFHENSQYY I F LEEHGEGNVGFGQE LKNPQTEDMQA FDSHYDY LVCGGSEDV I CTPEPDE FNPCED
PSHCCGFKNLKKKRGF LE - Y L I - - - - - - CN L TA LQDQHHKRSVGP L TRTS FQGDSMLE TVSDLEPHDGGQ I ESQQQDWRRG - - - D FHGS LHYHAY FGGQPDEDVGFGE T LKNPQEDTSQDFDSRYDYVVCEEGEEVACSPVPDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FKNLKKKRGF I E - E I I - - - - - - CN L TARKNQVQKRSVRA F T I HGLQG - - - - SMEPG I D LSDNL FRDTYD - - - - HQ - - - E F FGNGHYP TY FDRHADENMGFGE T LKNPQEDTSRE FDSRYDY I VCEKGEEVACFPAPDE FNPCED
PSHCCGFKNLKKKRGF LE - Y I I - - - - - - CN L TA LYDQHQKRSVGP LRMPS LQGDGVVE T LPDRE LKDGGHRESQQ - DWKSG - - - D FHGS LHYHAY FGGHPDEDVGFGE T LKNPQEDNSQE FDSRYDYVVCEEGEEVACAPAPDE FNPCED
PRHCCGFKNLKKKRGF LE - Y I I - - - - - - CN L TA FYDQHHKRSVGP LR I PS LQGESVVE T I PDQEPNDGGHRESQQ - DWRRG - - - D FHGS LHYHAY FGGQPDEDVGFGE T LKNPQEDTSQDFDSRYDYVVCEEGEEVSCAPVPDE FNPCED
PSHCCGFKNLKKKRGY LE - Y I I - - - - - - CN L TA FYDQQQKRSVGP L TVPS LQGDP TADTA - DQEPSEEGFRDGV FKDTQGDPWRDFHSS LNYHVY FGGQPDDDVGFGEMLKNPQEDTSQNFDNRYDYVVCEEGEEV TCAPAPDE FNPCED

PSHCCA FKNQKK I RG I LE - S LM - - - - - - CNESSMQS LRQRKSVNA LNSP LHQEYE - - - - EN LGD - S I VGYKEKSK - - - - - - - FQDTHNNAHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GFGQE LKNPQEE T LQA FDSHYDY T I CGDSEDMVCTPKSDE FNPCED
PSHCCA FRNLP TKEQNFSHS I SENFSKQC - ES TVRKVNNK T LYSSM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LAESE LSGWD - - YEYGFCLP - K TPRCAPEPDA FNPCED
PSHCCA FANWRRQ I SE L - HP I - - - - - - - CNKS I LRQ - EVDYMTQTRG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - QRSS LAEDN - ESSYSRGFDMTY TE - - FDYDLCNEVVDV TCSPKPDA FNPCED

Human
Vervet Monkey
Rhesus Monkey
Pig
Horse
Dog
Cattle
Cat
Sheep
Rat
Mouse
Chicken
Sole
Zebrafish
Tilapia
Bass
Salmon

hTSHR
hLHCGR
hFSHR

F286
Binding relevant positions

C-Peptide

N288 G294 L299 L300
E303E297 D382 Y385

F381 D386 E394D392 D395������������	���


����

������������	���


����

AA LNSP LHQEYE - - - - EN LGD - S I VGYKEKSK - - - - - - - FQDTHNNAAHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GF
AA LNSP LHQEYE - - - - EN LDD - G I VGYKEKSK - - - - - - - FQDAAHNNAAHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GF
AA LNSP LHQEYE - - - - EN LDD - G I VGYKEKSK - - - - - - - FQDAAHNNAAHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GF
AA LNGP FYQEY - - - - - ED LGD - GSAGYKENSK - - - - - - - FQDTHSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GF
AAVNGP FYQEYE - - - - ED LGD - SSVGNKENSK - - - - - - - FQDTHSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GF
AA LNGP FYQEYE - - - - EGLGD - SSAGYKENSK - - - - - - - FQD I HSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GF
AA LNGP FYQEYE - - - - ED LGD - GSAGYKENSK - - - - - - - FQDTHSNSHYYV F FEDQEDE I I GF
T LNGP FDQEYE - - - - EY LGD - SHAGYKDNSQ - - - - - - - FQDTDSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I LGF
AA LNGP FDQEYE - - - - EY LGD - SHAGYKDNSK - - - - - - - FQDTRSNSHYYV F FEEQ - DE I LGF
VMRGPVYQEYE - - - - EGLGD - NHVGYKQNSK - - - - - - - FQEGPSNSHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GF
I LRGP I YQEYE - - - - EDPGD - NSVGYKQNSK - - - - - - - FQESPSNSHYYV F FEEQEDEVVGF
AA I RGP FYKDYYAA - - - - EEY TERTDTVYDKNTK - - - - - - - F TNFHENSQYY I F LEEHGEGNVGF
P L TRTS FQGDSMLE TVSDLEPHDGGQ I ESQQQDWRWW RG - - - D FHGS LHYHAY FGGQPDEDVGF
AA F T I HGLQG - - - - SMEPG I D LSDNL FRDTYD - - - - HQ - - - E F FGNGHYP TY FDRHADENMGF
P LRMPS LQGDGVVE T LPDRE LKDGGHRESQQ - DWKWW SG - - - D FHGS LHYHAAY FGGHPDEDVGF
P LR I PS LQGESVVE T I PDQEPNDGGHRESQQ - DWRWW RG - - - D FHGS LHYHAAY FGGQPDEDVGF
P L TVPS LQGDP TADTA - DQEPSEEGFRDGV FKDTQGDPWWRWW DFHSS LNYHVY FGGQPDDDVGF

GPHRs
AA LNSP LHQEYE - - - - EN LGD - S I VGYKEKSK - - - - - - - FQDTHNNAAHYYV F FEEQEDE I I GF

FIG. 2. Hinge region amino acid sequence alignment of different TSHR species and the homologous hFSHR and hLH/CGR. For the present
alignment, we assumed that based on the hypothesis of an extended LRR structure from position L260 to Y279 (1), amino acids P280–D410
including the C-peptide from position A317 to F366 constitutes the TSHR hinge region, which was investigated in the present study. Previously
published and newly identified binding sites of the hinge region, which are located N- and C-terminally of the C-peptide are highlighted by boxes.
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cAMP signal transduction between TR1401 and bTSH at
position D386.

Side-chain characterization for F381 revealed that only
the aromatic tyrosine maintains bTSH and TR1401 bind-
ing (Table 2). Therefore, we assumed either a stabilizing
structural effect of F381 or a direct aromatic interaction
with the hormone. Given that the direct neighbor D382
interacts with the positive �-L1 charges (K11 or K14, K13,
K16, K20) of TR1401 and bTSH (8), it is very likely that
F381 also interacts with residues of �-L1. Indeed, with the
neighboring aromatic residues of bTSH (Y17, F18) and
TR1401 (F17, F18) [Fig. 1 in the report of Mueller et al.
(8)], there are potential interaction partners for F381 or
tyrosine substitution. Such noncovalent aromatic interac-
tions have been shown to participate in protein-ligand
interactions (37), but they have to be verified by further
studies in the case of HinR-TSH interaction. The strongest
reduction of TSH binding was shown for the introduction
of a positive charge at F381. This is most likely due to the
release of the stabilizing effect or the aromatic interaction
and in addition to disruption or electrostatic repulsion of
adjacent charge-charge interactions, e.g. between D382
and positive �-L1 charges of bTSH and TR1401, respec-
tively. Based on the alignment of several TSHR species
(Fig. 2), which shows a complete conservation of phenyl-
alanine at F381, the importance of this residue becomes
apparent. In contrast, homologous positions at the hF-
SHR and hLH/CGR reveal no conservation of phenylal-
anine. However, with tryptophan in the hLH/CGR and a
tyrosine as the N-terminal adjacent position in the hFSHR
the aromatic characteristic is maintained at the homolo-
gous F381 position or its proximity (Fig. 2), suggesting a
stabilizing effect or aromatic interactions also for the other
two GPHRs. Despite the conserved YD/EY-motif and the
conservation of the negative charge at D382, D386, and
homologous GPHR positions, it still remains to be eluci-
dated whether the homologous regions of the TSHR clus-
ter F381-D386 are also important for hFSH-hFSHR and
hLH/CG-hLH/CGR interaction.

D392, E394, D395: charge influence on hormone
binding

Side-chain characterization at position D392 revealed
that the negative charge is essential for maintaining bTSH
and TR1401 binding. Thus, introduction of a positive
charge at D392 obviously led to electrostatic repulsion of
positive charges at the hormone. However, the negative
charge is not completely conserved among selected TSHR
species and exists in hFSHR but not in hLH/CGR (Fig. 2).
Discrepancies between maximal cAMP signaling of
D392K using TR1401 and bTSH despite a similar Bmax
value (Table 2) indicate differences between bTSH and

TR1401 in the transition from ligand binding to cAMP
signal transduction for D392. The summary of expression
and TSH binding data for all positions of the HinR (Sup-
plemental Table 1) provides with E394 and D395 two
further negatively charged HinR residues with influence
on hormone binding. The negative charge of E394 and to
a lesser extent of D395 is also important for bTSH and
TR1401 binding. However, both negative charges are con-
served within several TSHR species, whereas only the charge
of D395 exists at the homologous position of the hFSHR
(D343) but not of the hLH/CGR (Fig. 2). Future studies
have to clarify which positive charge at bTSH does interact
with D392 and whether the homologous D343 of the hF-
SHR is also involved in FSH binding.

Further N-terminally located hydrophobic and
hydrophilic residues with impact on TSH binding

The present study reveals that in addition to E297 and
E303 (7), F286, N288, G294, L299, and M300 partici-
pate in TSH binding. The maintaining of wt function if
F286 is substituted to tryptophan demonstrated that the
aromatic characteristic is necessary for bTSH and TR1401
binding. Position F286 not only influences bTSH and
TR1401 binding but also hTSH signaling. In contrast to
TR1401 and bTSH, stimulation of F286A and F286I with
hTSH revealed a strong decrease of the maximal cAMP
response. Such differences in maximal cAMP signaling of
TSHR mutants between hTSH and bTSH stimulation
raise the question of whether the data with the superago-
nistic bTSH at the hTSHR, which is in the majority of cases
used for in vitro studies, are representative for the natural
ligand hTSH.

The aromatic property of F286 is not only conserved
within several TSHR species but also at homologous hF-
SHR and hLH/CGR positions (Fig. 2). Thus, it is very
likely that the aromatic F286 and homologous FSHR and
LH/CGR positions contribute to either a stabilizing struc-
tural effect or a direct noncovalent aromatic interaction
with the hormone. This was also assumed for F381. A
further evidence for the binding sensitivity of F286 and
also for the neighboring N288 was demonstrated by Mor-
ris et al. (38), who identified the region F286-S305 as a
specific hormone binding region. Asparagine 288 is con-
served within several TSHR species and at homologous
hFSHR and LH/CGR positions (Fig. 2). Side-chain sub-
stitutions at N288 revealed that maintaining TSH-HinR
interaction depends most likely on the hydrophilic char-
acter (Table 2). This could also be shown for G294, in
which glycine is conserved within several TSHR species
(Fig. 2), and the hydrophilic property is conserved at the
homologous positions of the hFSHR (S286) and LH/CGR
(Q290).
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The summary of expression and TSH binding data for
all positions of the HinR (Supplemental Table 1) provided
with L299 and M300 two hydrophobic HinR residues
with influence on hormone binding, located between the
known binding sites E297 and E303 (7). By side-chain
substitutions, it was shown that in case of L299 substitu-
tion to isoleucine led to a binding property similar to the
wt. Similar results were obtained for M300L. The hydro-
phobic property of both positions is conserved within sev-
eral TSHR species (Fig. 2). However, in contrast to M300,
the homologous positions of L299 at the FSHR and LH/
CGR also display with isoleucine a hydrophobic residue.
Additional negative charges at both positions do not sup-
port the charge-charge interplay between E297 and/or
E303 with the positive charges of the hormone �-L1 (8)
but rather interrupt TSH-HinR interaction. It remains to
be elucidated whether besides the charge-charge interac-
tions at E297 and E303 (8) there are also simultaneous
hydrophobic interactions between the HinR and TSH.

Taken together, this is the first systematic mutational
analysis of the TSHR HinR using two different TSH li-
gands. Our study provides evidence of the following: 1)
besides the LRR, the sulfation site Y385 and the three
known negatively charged residues further 10 positions of
the HinR are involved in bTSH and hTSH analog TR1401
binding; 2) the newly identified multiple interaction sites
are scattered along the HinR, whereas a cluster of binding
sites seems to exist at region F381-D386; and 3) among the
identified positions, four further charged residues could be
detected, which participate in hormone binding via
charge-charge interactions. Nevertheless, HinR-TSH in-
teraction obviously does not exclusively exist as electro-
static interactions because hydrophobic and hydrophilic
properties at HinR residues also are necessary to maintain
hormone-receptor binding. Therefore, appropriate coun-
terparts at the TSH also display potential targets for hor-
mone modifications leading to alterations of receptor
binding.

Most important in addition to previous evolutionary
strategies focusing only on the hormone, these results will
provide a complementary approach for a receptor-driven
generation and optimization of orthosteric antagonists,
inverse agonists, and also improved TSH analogs focusing
on the binding and activation relevant HinR.

Thus, the results of the present receptor-based investi-
gation of TSH-TSHR interactions and especially the pro-
vided specific characteristics of the HinR binding sites
should lead to further studies, which will disclose the di-
rect interaction partners at the hormone molecule. Such
findings should also provide further insights into the mo-
lecular basis of GPH-GPHR interactions.
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